Jazzvenue is a weekly two-hour radio show produced in Penticton British Columbia at Peach City Radio (CFUZ-FM). Host Larry Arthur presents jazz new and old from across the globe, focussing occasionally on other idioms that relate to jazz.
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TRACKLIST (Track/Artist/Album)
*** incomplete track
01 Dreamtime/Abdullahn Ibrahim Quintet/The Balance (4:06)(2019)
02 That’s All/Ray Blue Quartet/Work (7:59)(2019)
03 Walking Stick/Yelena Eckemoff Trio/Nocturnal Animals (4:06)(2018)
04 For Duke And Cannon/Sonny Fortune Quartet/Awakening (3:15)(1975)
05 Emily/Steve Kuhn Trio/Easy To Love (7:21)(2004)
06 Is You Or Is You Ain’t My Baby/Sonny State Quartet/In Style (5:03)(1981)
07 About Time/Paul Bley/About Time (33:32)(2007) CANCON

.........BREAK.........
08 Magnanimous Disguise/Aaron Diehl Trio/The Vagabond (5:11)(2019)
09 Here’s Love/Hank Jones Quartet/Here’s Love (2:47)(1963)
10 All The Things You Are/Michel Petrucciani./Petrucciani & NHOP (6:43)(1994)
11 If There’s Someone/Tal Farlow Quartet/The Tal Farlow Album (2:45)(1954)
12 Very Early/Anna Sini/Sound Of The Night (7:43)(2010)
13 Bauhaus 3/Alexander Von Schlippenbach Trio/Bauhaus Dessau (9:17)(2010)
14 Somewhere In The Upstream/Michael Desson/Somewhere In The Upstream (7:07)(2018)
15 Autumn Leaves/Anita Wardell/Noted (7:47)(2006)